
LESSONS LEARNED

NURSE LICENSURE COMPACT



What prompted eNLC?

• Modernize the original NLC 
• Promote adoption by all states
• Remedy an ineffective rulemaking process
• Improve clarity 
• Support enforcement capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original NLC had been in use for over 15 years. The compact administrators had an overriding commitment to public safety through a state based model of regulation that reduces barriers to cross border practice, physically or electronically. Unfortunately, not every state could or would enact the NLC. Concerns: financial—loss of revenue from unduplicated licensure fees; union opposed due to concern over strike breakers; differing licensure requirements—my state knows best; some risk averse ; lack of trust. As a group of regulators we were divided: compact & non-compactNCSBN supported a coming together of the executive officers to come to consensus and move the dial to a model of regulation that would be supported by allWalk in the WoodsLenny Marcus, PhD, Harvard—negotiation—series of meetings of EOs to develop consensus to move the dialRulemaking—no rule amendments were made were adopted by every compact stateDespite rules and policies,  there was a desire for more clarity in the statute languageEnforcement—Issues were handled informally, but should an issue of non compliance arise that needed more muscle, the eNLC can address that



Lessons Learned 

• More similarities among states than 
differences

• Cooperation  and Teamwork
• Trust 
• New Paradigm
• Professional Staff necessary
• Ongoing Education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarities—new ideas from others, as we developed policies/rulesCooperation—reduced duplicative investigations and licensure actions—states cooperated to determine which conducts the investigation then shares the information; home state took the disciplinary action which eliminated the privilege to practiceTeamwork—team of compact administrators, equals, same overarching purpose to protect the public thru administration of the compact—Trust is the foundation, must believe that other compact commissioners go to work each day for the same overarching reason to protect the public. The compact is bigger than the individuals whom you may disagree with from time to time. The people come and go. New Paradigm--suddenly it’s not just your own state that you are responsible for and to—opens up the possibilities for partnerships beyond borders, professionSupported by licenseesAffirmationCompromise



Lessons Learned

• Staff Education
– Designate lead staff
– Make it fun
– Retrain

• Stakeholder Education
– Same principles
– Use every opportunity for outreach
– Targeted and concise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Train the trainer approachEvidence demonstrates we learn more effectively thru games—Cahoots, crossword puzzles, pre and post tests



Enhanced Nurse Licensure Compact

• 26th state  enacted July 20, 2017
• Implemented January 19, 2018
• 29 eNLC states
• 1 original NLC state has not yet enacted e-NLC
• 4 eNLC states are new to the a compact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must implement within 6 months of 26th state enacting, July 20th. Commissioners chose Friday January 19, 2018. It’s not required, but commissioners suggest all 26 states (now 29) implement on the same day. Obviously states that enact from now on may be on a different implementation date.



Interstate Commission of Nurse 
Licensure Compact Administrators

“Commission”

• Adopted Bylaws
• Elected Executive Committee
• Adopted First Set of Rules
• Implemented eNLC 

January 19, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
August 3rd Commission meeting via telephone conference call. Adopted bylaws and which set out the purpose, functions bylaws to govern and manage operations, membership (one voting compact administrator per state—ED by statute), Executive Committee, elections, duties, meetings (at least twice face-to-face per year), committees (standing—rules, compliance, elections as well as special committees, FY, finance—set fees, affiliation with NCSBN. Commissioners adopted rules after proposed rules posted on NCSBN web site with opportunity for comments. Rules become effective January 19, 2018. Additional sets of rules will be proposed later this year and beyond as needed to “flesh out” the statute.Timeline was greatly facilitated by a work group that met for about 2 years to hammer out implementation. 



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Ensure members understand compact 
rulemaking statutory provisions

• Link/cross walk rules to law
• Educate members using infographics and 

rulemaking flow charts
• Continually research “promising practices” for 

compact administrative procedure rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To date there is no single best administrative procedure.



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Use, borrow or modify existing state procedures from 
other compacts

• Understand the three important rulemaking principles
– Rules/procedures must be expressly stated and the 

compact procedures apply to the exclusion of conflicting 
procedures

– Rules/procedures must be applied uniformly
– Rules/procedures must make sense for clarifying the 

compact statutes
*Reference: The Evolving Law and Use of
Interstate Compacts, 2nd Edition 2016



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Ensure transparency in compact administration
– Transparency in your compact’s administration is as 

important as transparency related to open meeting 
laws in state agencies

– Illustrate familiar concepts through a Rulemaking 
Flowchart

• File proposed rule so those impacted can comment
• Make public records available on commission & state 

website
• Hold transparent commission meetings that are open to the 

public



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Determine agreed upon timelines members 
need to review/debate proposed rules

*Note: Statute may state a minimum of 60 days 
posting prior to voting by commissioners, but 
members may need additional time



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Continually seek information on whether a rule should 
be shall (mandatory) or may (permissive)

*Note: Openly explore consequence if the members vote 
to adopt the rule, but some/many may not have a 
commitment to comply with the rule which is binding law

• Is the proposed rule really necessary or is the issue 
educational in nature?



Rulemaking: 
What to think about?

• Rules adopted that have unintended 
consequences or become problematic may be 
amended or deleted based on actual compact 
experience or member recommendations.

• Commissioners need time to adjust to the new 
framework of “nimbleness” in changing rules that 
do not meet the goal of clarifying or carrying out 
the provision of the compact laws.

The picture can't be displayed.



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next Steps
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